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On the Dimension of fartially Ordel'ed Sets. 
By 
Toshio HIRAGUCHI 
The present paper is concerned with several problems on the dimension of posets的
(partially ordered sets) in the sense of Dushnik and Miller (1J and aims ultimately at the 
study of the least upper bound of the dimension of posets defined on a set or that of 
the number of elements which are necessary in order to define a poset having given 
dimension. 
!3 1. Partial orders and posets. 
We will 'distinguish a partial order from a partially orc1ered set. 
A tartz'al order糊)on a set P is a subset P of PX P which is not a subset of 
p〆XP/ for any proper subset P/ of P and satisfies 
Pl For all x， (x，.x). t2.P. 
P2 :ゲ(x，y)ξP and Cy， x) t2.P， then x=y. 
P3:ゲ (x.y) t2.P and (X'iZ).，t2.P， then(x， z)εP. 
A partial order L on a setP which satisfies 
P4 Given x and y.。γher(x， y) c，L or (y， x) ，t;.L， 
is said a liner order on P. 
The null・.orderon P is the set {(x，ゆ Ix t2.Pl. 
A toset P is the set P associated with a partial order on it. When the associated 
partial order is a linear order it is said a chain .on P and when the null-order is 
associated with it is said to be unordered. 
When (x， y) cP we say that x includes y in P and .writ<e x孟yin P.whE110， 
y) <f.P and Cy，めをP we say x and y are non-comtarable in P and write x併yin 
P. Either notations will be used according to circumstances. 
Let P/ is a proper subset of a partial order P whichsatisfies the conditions Pl， P2 
and P3. Then there exists a subsetP/ of P 01). which th~ partialorderP / is defil，ed. 
There are two cases. When P/ C P， ，.p~ .is 時ida tartz'al suborder of P and P〆
with P/ a subtoset of P. When P〆，;P，、Pis said a extrnsion of P/ and denoteCl by 
P> P'. 
ぃ，Let{Pq I q E Q} a system of nOlトovetlappingposets associated with each element of 
持)For the brevity's sake we adopt this convenient term suggested by G. Birkhoff. 
普発)The partial order thus defined is ，essentially no mdre than the' oriented graph of the correspon・
ding poset. 
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a poset Then the set 
p= UQP'1 U {(x， 1 xE y εPql， (q， q')ξ母}
is a partial order on the set P= U I2Pq which 'is sai.d the SllU of partial order P q with 
the basic poset Q and denoted by ':2,QPq • The po日etP corresponding this partial 
order is said the sltm of posets 1もwiththe basic poset Q and denoted by'8l2 Pq・
Let {P， I tc T} be品 system of P品rtial orders 0日 aset l' and {Pc I tE T} the 




is a1so a partial order on the s~t P. The corresponding poset is denoted by V TPt . It 
Is obvious that V TPtミ P，for a11 t c T. 
告2. Linear extensIon昌 ofa poset. 
An ext巴nsionL of a poset P is said a lillear 品、te?宮sionprovided L ;s a chain on P. 
It is obvi.ous that if xチJ'in P， then xギア ar沿い"y) cL or Cy， cL where L isthe 
linear order 01， P a部 ociatedwith L， that 1S x > y in L 01' Y > x in L. Conversely 
it has been proved that 
がず Uta f'art山1order F， tlu:n there exists a linear extensio匁 L (，f P 
sudz tlzat ρcL 
The followIng does not differ essentially from th品tof 
a吋 qsuch 'that f'チ qin P there exists an extension P発 suchthat (ム
fact the posεt order 
P令長=pu {(x， 列記P，(q， εP} 
For T 
ξP九 1n
011 P is a requi1'ed Ol1e. No¥v let 窃口 {FtI tξT} oe the systern of all extension日 of
P such that c P. @i 1"品 posetby the relation of being a1 extension of 01' equa1. 
Let {P， I tE; T'亘 T}be any chaiu in @i. Then V T，Pt E窃 1San upper bound to 
the chain. Hence窃 COl1taIns品 maximalelement P拙 whichis a required linear extension. 
Let l1S prove further the e瓦istenceof some particular linear extensions which are of 
use later. 
A linear extension L (a， P) of a poset P Is said to be left with respect to an 
element a of P provided that♂チ ain P iInpli.es Ii; L (ι P). Dually品 rigltt
linear extension M (a， P) with respect to a is defined， 。.2') For all ele期間ta ρ>j a f'oset P， 53(a， P)宇 o(ヲ1l:(a， P) 卒 。)zιIlure
jJ (a， P) (腕 (a，P))ls tlze system 0/ all (rigltt) !lnear extem向nsof P with 
resf'ect to a. 
Jぅ'00，)だLetP， P汽 Qand Q特 besubposet詰 ofP on the sets p，= [x IεPl， 
p，*=p-pα，Qα= {x i c P} and Qa*=P-Q" respectively. Let忠則lJ腕“ and
腕J手lJe.the systems of al linear・extensionsof the subposets P， PぺQulld Q発 1・especti.-
vely. Fmther let L(a， p) = ムJe十L"Obe the ordinal sum of L，*ε53 ，* and L" c j ，.，
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and M(a， P)=M，α+ M，* that of M，αE;: ilJ1" and M，* c: ilJ1，*. Then L(a， P)ξ 
5J(α， P) and M(α，P) E;:脱 (a，P). 
One sees easily that 5J (a， P)= {La*+L" I L，*f;.5J a*， Lαε5J ，} and ¥!J1(α， P)= 
{M汁 M，* I M" f;.ilJ1 α ， M，*f;.仰9幻制Jλt
A 1日I問lea紅rex'刈tensi句onL iおss臼ai泊dt旬ob加e!μe)β'1 (かf包hlの)wiγf劫h r何esザtecl10α chain C 泊nP
provided L is Ieft (right) with respect to every element c εC， that is， provided L f;. 
na 5J(c， p) (L E;:nailJ1(c， p)). 
(2. 3) 忠(じ，P)三円a5J(c， P)宇o(:J1(C，p)豆円ailJ1(c，P)キ0)if and on!y il C is 
a chin t'忽 P.
Prooメ Letc，〆f;;.C and L f;. 5J (C， P) and assume that c <tcl in P. Then since 
L c:5J (c， P) and L f;. 53くcl，p)， we have both (〆，c)c:L and(c，〆) f;. L. This is 
contradictory. Hence c and〆arecomparable in P that is C is a chain in P. 
Conversely let C be a chain in P. Decompose the set P to ihe sum of folloing 
three non融overlappingsubsets 
九 {xI (x， c) f;.P for no c ξ C}. 
F九王 = {ヤxJ(ωx，cの)c P for al c c: Cα}ト一.A
f九古 P一(1九主古}υ P九~).
Let L. be any linear extension of the subposet P， ofP for j= 1 and 3. A linear 
extension L2 of the subposet 九 ofP is constructed in the following manner. For each 
element x' ~ P2 put 
C"，= {cξC j (x， c)εP2}， 
and let x， y c .1もbeequivalent if C"， = C!J' Then the se，t 九 isdevided into classes 
{P~ I ~ c:X} where X is the set of representatives. Since C Is a chain in P the system. 
{C~ I ~ f;.X} is a chain by the relation of the seι.inclusion. Hence X associated with 
the lineaτorder 
x={(~， e) I c.三Cd
is a chain. Let L~ be any linear extension of subposet P~ of九 andL2 = 2Jx L. the 
sum of L.-s with the base X. Then L2 is a linear extension of P. Since L2 is a chain 
on 九 and :~x.p. 豆刃x'L官 =L2 in order to prove this it is su自cientto show that 
P2 c 2Jx P. ・
Let (x， y) .f; P2・ When，x f;. P~ and y f;. P.， (x， y) f;. P. c 2Jx P'C. When 
x ε P~ and y E .1主 forc宇e，(c， e)f;. X. For otherwise there exists c f;. C suct. 
that c ε C耳・ butc を C'C. c ξ C. with y ξ P宅 implies Cy， c) f;. P2， hence (x， c) 
c P. On the other hand c E!:. C with x f;. P~ implies (x，のを P2・ Thisis 
contradictory. Hence P2 s;二三JxP.. 
Now let L = 2]3 Lio be the sum of above three linear extensions with the base 3. 
Then L is a linear extension of P. 1n order to show this it is su伍eientto see that P 
三2J3P"， since it is evident that L is a chain 0)) P and 2J3 P.， 手 L. Let (x， y)ε 
P. If x， y f;. P i • then (x. y) .f;. P.ζ 2]3 P.. 1f x ξ 九 ，y f;. Pj， then t" > j. 1n 
1) The sum LJQPq whera Q is the chain 1， 2，…， 1t wiU be denoted by LJ司Pior 九十九十…十九-
.' 
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fact if x E; P1 and y E; .1もU P3， then (x， c) E P for any c and Cy，〆) E; P for 
some 〆 Thelatter implies (x，〆)E P2 which contradicts the former. 
and y E; P3， thenい，〆)住 P for some c' and Cy， c) E; P for al1 c. 
If x E;九
The latter 
(x; y)ε implies Cx， c) E; P for all c which contradicts the former. z' > j implies 
芝:sP.. Hence P c 2J3 P. i.e.， P三五三j3P.・
Moreover L E; U (C， P). 1n order to show this let Lc and Lc* be subchains of 
L on Pc={x I (x， c) E; P} and on P持 P-Pcrespectively. Evidently Lc発 E lj c* 
and Lc E Uc and hence Lc*+Lc E;5J(C， P) where Uc* and氾care systems of all 
linear extensions of subposet Pc発 andPc respectively. Hence it remains onry to show 
that L=Lc発+Lc. For the purpose it is s伍cientto show that (c， x) E，: L whenever 
(x， c) E P and that (x， c)E; L whenever (x， c) E; P. When (x， c) E P， x E; 
P1 U P 2 • If x E; P1， then (c， x) εL since c E; P 2 • If x E; P2， then x ξ P~ 
and c E; P"，' for (e'， 0 E X. Hence (c， x) E; L. When (x， c) E; P， x c九 υ.
p'~. If x E; .1も， then evidently (x， c) E; L. If x E九， then either x， y E; .1弓 for
some e orx E P" c E; P，; for e'宇e. 1n the first case (x， c)巳 p"， 豆 L2 ζ L.
1n the second case (e， e')ε X， hence (x， c)εL. 
ui (C， P)宇 omay be proved dually. But let the gist be repeated. Decompose 
P to the sum of three non-overlapping subsets 
P/ = {x I (c， x)εP for all c εC}-C， 
P{ {x I (c， x) E P for n♂c E C}， 
fγ P一(P/u .1γ). 
Let M;; be any linear extension of the subposet P.， of P for i = 1， 3. For every 
element x E .1γput 
C./= {c E C I (c; x) E P2'} 
By letting x， y 巴九 beequivalent when C./ = C〆，P2 is devided into classes {P，; / I e 
巳 X'}which is a chain by the relation of set-inclusion. Hence X' is a chain with the 
linear order 
Xγ = {(e， e') I Cピヨ C"，-'}
on it. Let M.. be any linear extension of the subposet .1γof .1γ. Then M2 =2Jx'/ ，lIf .
is a linear extension of P2 and M= 2JJ M.' that of P which is an element of !J~(C， P). 
(2. 4) Let A and B two c1lat"ns t"n a toset P suclt t!tat (ム α)住P((a，めを P)
for a εA and bεB. Tllen 
思(A，P)円の(B，P)宇 o(.j~(A ， P) n .¥3(B， P)キ 0).
ProoメPut
P1 = {x I (x， a)巴 P for no a E A}， ' 
九 {xI (x，α) E P for all a E= A}-A， 
P2 = P一(P1 U 九); 
F 九/= {x I (b， x)εP for all b己 B}-，B
fγ {x I (b， x) E P for no b E B}， 
P2'= P一(P!， u .1γ) ; 
。Iltfu L)illlettsulNoj Partia!.ウ 01'政 redSets， ol 
Pij 1九 nP/， 
As 1S easily seen 1も 1玉虫 1~， 1 1王立日 0， lIenc、e
PI1 U 1古 U P13 Pj， P23 =F2' P'lB P" 
Pn P1ヘ Pl2 P2/， P13 U P2:j U P38 Ps'. 
Let be a linear cxtensIon of the subposet 1ヘiof F where Ll1， L13 and L，:; m<1y 
bc chosen arhitraril.y， 1:mt let LZ3 and Lu be that which are むonstrudedin. thむ same
. manne1' as in the proof of (2. :l) L2 and At; were const1'ucted respectively. Thcn it is 
easily seen that 
んけん汁L13己な(1Y)，L23εlJ(九)， Lg3とむ(1や;
Lll E 53 (P{)， Lj，) E .13 (1γ)， L13十L23十L33t: 53 
whじrcむ(P)means七hesystem of a11 line<1.1' exter¥sions of the 1'os日tin the brackets. 
Hence 
十十十L2+ 巳氾 P)ハ'Ui(B，F). 
Two chains A and B in a poset P [I.r・esaid to L告 non-comp乱rableprovided both 
(ム心症 Pancl (a， b) Et P fo1' a己 A anて1bεB. As a corolla1'Y of (2. 4) we have 
(2. 之ft'lR.lO c/zains A 仰 dB are non-co月ザarable， tl/el l3 (A， F)ハ日Ji(B，P)ヰニ
o and L(β， F) ハ ~1Jì(A， F)キ O.
3. Dimension of posets. 
Let {Ps I s三 S}be a sytem of posets which are de白nedona set P and P" the 
partial o1'der a包括ociatedwi.th P'，. '1'hen 門8 P" i5 a partial order 011 p， Hence F 
a日sociatedwith (i 8 P 8 i5 a poset which is deuoted ^ 8 P"， 
Let :n = {Ls 1st: S} be a system of linear extensions of a poset P. ~n is said a 
f印 hzerof P provided F= ^  8 L8・Itis evident that in is a realizer 0/ P えfand 
onlyザ.xp ，y hz P imtlies t!te cix:istence 0/ S，〆t::S Sltι'lt that (x， y)εL3 alld 
勺い， 立め唱ヴ) c Ls〆1. Hy t山hisr刊e白叩n1r此k叩lU吋1
Among the 1'e白a1日izers~H t = {Ls 1st: S t J (t E T) of a poset P a realizer Ji句 ={Ls 
jSεS't} Sl1t~h that n(Sτ〕三:;， tZ(S，J for al1 tεT is saId to be muzimal where nCSコ
denotes the numbe1' of elements of a set S， The llumber of e1enぽnts of a minimal 
realizer it = {L8 I sl=: S} ()f a poset P is sai.d the dilllelZSio1l of F and dcnりtedby 
D (PJ圃 Ofcours巴 D(F)= ll(S). 。nesees easily that D(PJ is finite provided llCP) is finite and D(F)三 n(P)
provided ll(P)is a trans五nitecardi.nal. But we assert that 
(::. 1) For every toset P， D(P) :S. n(.lつ.
Prooメ Thesystem >1 = {L(x， F) I x と P} of 13ft linear extensions of P with 
respect to each elen1.ent x 己 P is a realiz針。fP. Because .xチyin P Implies (爪y)
εL(x， P) a吋勺，め巴 LC，y，P). Hence DCP)三 nCF).
Let @) be the system of all poset defined on a set F. Then (3. 1) says that n(P) 
i品目nupperbound of D(P) for P Eミei. A question arlse here as to what is thc least 
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upper bound of D(P) over @5 which wil1 be answered in the last section. For a fixed 
P E @5the estimation above obtained may be replaced by a more pricise one. 
(3.2) Let ~= {Ct I tεT} bc aモystcm0/ non-ovc1'latting chains i・na tosct P. 
Thcn D(P)三n(P-UT Ct)+n(T). 
P1'ooメChoosea L(x， P) E 53(x， P) for each element x E P' P-UT Ct and 
a L(Ct， P) E 53(Ct， P) for each t E T. Then the system 
i1= {L(x， P) I xE P'} UtL(Ct， P) I tεT} 
is a realizer of P. In fact for x o yin P there are three cases. 
(1) x， y E P'. Then (x， y)εL(x， P) and (y， x) E L(y， P). 
(2) x E P'， y E Ct. Then (x， y) E L(x， P) and (y， x)εL(Ct， P). 
(3) x E Ct， Y ε Ct， ・(tキ〆). Then (x， y) E L(Ct， P) and (y， x)ε L(C〆.p)" 
Hence D(P)手 n(Pつ+n(T).
As a corollary of (3. 2) it follows that 
(3.3) Let ~={Ct I tεT} bc a SJ人rtcm0/ non-ovc1'latting chains t'n P such 
that UTCt =P. Thcn D(P) < n(T). 
Examtlc 1. Let P be the poset represented by， the diagram of Fig. 1. Elements of 
P are exhausted by three non-overlapping chains. Hence by (3.め
.D(P)三五 3. Let!R = {L i} be a realizer of P. Then since 〆チム
〆ゆ a，c p〆andc p〆inP there exist Ll' L2' La， L4ε況 such
that (b， a') εL1 • (α， b) E L2' (a'， c)εLg and (〆，c) E L4・
One sees easi1y that Ll 中 L2• L2宇 L4，L1c宇 L3and that Ll = L4， 
L2=L3 do not hold simaltaneouly. Therefore either (1) L1 宇 L2'
Z宮中 L3'Lg 二仁 Llor (2) Ll宇 L2'L2宇 L4.L4 仁 Ll OCCl1rs. 
Hence D(P)ミ 3. Therefore D(P)=3. Fig. 1 
Examtlc 2. Let P be the poset of al integers with the 
inc1usion relation 2n > 2n -1 and 2n > 2n+ 1 (n = 0，土
1， 土2，…・・・).In order to exhal1st the element of P enume-
rable nl1mber of non-overlapping chains， are necessary， bl1t 
D(P)=2. In fact P is realized by two linear extensions Ll 
and L2 defined by specifying that 
、hト[
2，nく 2n十3，2n-1く 2n，2n+1く 2nin Lx. 
2(n+1)く 2n-1，2n-l < 2n， 2n十1く 2nin L2・
話4r. Dimension of the sum of p'osets. 
(4. 1) Let P= LJs P. be the sum 0/ non-ovcrl，ザ>tingtosets P. assoct'ated with 
each element s 0/ a toset S， that is the set US P. associated with thc ta1'tt'al o1'de1' 
p= Us p. u {(x， y) I xE P.， Y E P"， (s，〆)S} 
and σbe an elemcnt 0/ Ssuc/t that D(P q)乙D(P.)/01' all s E S. Then 
D(P) = Max (DC九)， D(SJ). 
P1'oof Let !R= {Nt I tE T} be a minimal realizer of S and 札口 {MtωIt(s)ET.} 
" 
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that of 九 Sin亡en(Tσ〕よ ll(T8J fOl唱品1s E: S there exists a sIngle-valued mapping 
λ()f R(/ onto R8' LetCえ sE: S} be the system of sllch lnappings whereλmay bむ
chos巴n品rbitrari1yfor sヰニグ.but for σlet it be the identical mapping. For each t(σ) 
E: Tσand for each t E: T let 
Ll(σ)= 2jNtノミ(!1ft(/) 
be the sum of the system {f. (Jlft ((/)) s E: S} with the baseNt. Then Lf (<1) is a 
cnain on P= U s P. and l11oreover a lillear extcllsion of P. Because sIllce f. (1:1t Cσ，)= 
.Mらくの fυr some t(s) E: T.， Licσ〉出記NtAZt(8)that is 
Ll((/，)= U庁Mt($) υ{(点、 y)I " E: iYft(." y C Jk九(.勺，Cs， s勺E:S}. 
Considering P. C Mtu) and Jlft(.)=P"脱出 setfりral s E: S we have Pく J口約・
1. The case where D(P，ρと D(SJ.Since n(T(/Jミ;， n(T) there exi.st日 a single司
valued 附 ppi時 fj!of T，σ。川oT.P11tL1iJ163〉=Lt〈σ〉・1'hen
U'{発={Lt ((/) I t(σ) E: T} 
is a realizeτof P. 1n order to show this let xゆyiu P. There are two casesロ(1)
.1'， Y E: P.・Thむnsince xやyin P. there exist t(s) ，〆(s)巴T. sllch that (x， y) E' 
Mtωandヤ，x) E: Mtl(8)・Let1ft (.) =λ (Mt(σ)) and Mtl(s)ロ f，(Mt'((/))'then (x，y) 
E' f. (Mt (/) and Cy， x・)巴 j.，(Mtl(σ)). Hence (x・y)E: L;((/) and Cy， x) E' L~ ，的
for al t E: T. 1n parti.cular (x， y) E: Lt (/) and Cy， .x) E: Lt匂). (2) x E' P.， Y E' 
Pバsヰ二〆).Since sチ〆 inS there existt，〆巴 Tsuch that (.r，〆)E: N， and (sヘの
E' Ntヘ Let t=ヂ(t(σ)) and t/口ヂ〔〆 (σ)). Considering x ε P.， =f. (11ft (σ))= 
j.， (.kf， I(σ)) aset) and_y EP.，'=j'./(Jl，{t(u))=j"， (.11乙I(σ))いお礼 set)(x， y) ε L~ (<1) =' 
LTi話σ)}=Lt(σ)a吋 similarly (y， x)εLt'(σ3・ Coseq附 ltlY Di'x-is a realizer of .F. 
Hence D(PJ三五万(TσJ=D(P，ρ.Since D(P)孟 D(P(/J，D(P)=D(PσJ. 
11. The case where D(P(/Jく】D(S).Sil1ce n(Tσ〕く .;z(T) there exist a single-
valued mappi時 ψofT 0川 oT(/. Put "i，~び )=Lt ， then 
流失特={Lt r t E:T} 
is a realizer of P. The proof is similar as before. Hence D(PJ = D(S)。
A5 the specialcase where the b抗告icposet S is unordered we have the following 
coroUary considering that the di.mension of山n¥111ordered poset is 2. 
(4. 2) Let P= L:s P. be the SUnt of tosets P. 1fJhere S U ltnordered alldσd忽
element of S sltch tlw/ j) (P(Jコ乙 j)(P.)ρr all s E S. Then D (.lつ=j) (Po.) 
prozJidedP(/ is ltol a chain and D(Pコ=2 trovided Pu is a chai1Z. 
ち5. DimensIon of subsets. 
If some elements are removed from. a poset preserving the order between remainig 
el白ments，then the dimension diminishes in g号neral. The amount of this di.minutiOll 
will ue estimated for several particular cases in this section. 
(5. 1) Let a be a刃 e!ement 01 a toset P. Tlze71D (PJ三五D(Pつ+11fJ/zere pl is the 
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subtoset 0/ P on tke set Pナ d・
ProoメLet!R〆={N. I s E S} be a minimal realizer of P'and put 
九={x I (a， x) E P守，P3= {x I (x，.o) E P/}， P2=P/一(九 uP3). 
Choose an element λT d of lf and let L，* L"， M，αand及{，*'be subchains of Nd on 
the sets 九 U 九，a U P3， P1 U a and P2 U P.1 respectively. Then 
L(a)=L"*+L， E l3 (a， P) and M(a)=Ma+M，* E !l.n(a， P). 
Put N.1= {x I (Xl'X) E N. for some Xl E .1官 andN.2=N.-N.1 (N. =P/ as a set). Then 
L.=N. u (α， a) U {(a， x) I x C Ns1} U {(x， a) I xE N.2} 
is a linear order on P and the corresponding chain L. is a linear extension of P: And 
the sytem 
以={ム Is E S-σ} u LωU M(a) 
is a realizer of P. 1n order to show this let x チy in P. There are two essential 
cases. (1) x=a， y E P-a. Then(a， y) E L ωandくy，a) E Mω. (2) x， y E 
P-a・ Thensince x cty in P/ there exist s， s'εS such that (x， y)ε N.， Cy， x)ε 
N.I・ Henceif sヰ σ，〆宇 σ，then Cy， x)巴 L.， (x， y) E L.I. If either s or〆，
say〆， is coincident withσ， then (x， y) E L. and Cy， x) E L ωor M ωaccord-
ing as x， y εP1 U 九 orx， y E P2 U P 3 • Hence lR is.a realizer of P. Consequently 
D(P)三五 D(Pつ+1.
(5. 2) ゲ Ct"s a chain in a.toset P， then D(P) 三五 D(Pつ+2where pl is the 
subtoset 0/ P on the set .p-C. 
ProoメLeti1f' = {N. I s E S} be a minimal realizer of P/. For each c εC put 
Uo={u E P/ I (c， u) E P} 
and for each s E S 
Vo.={x E P/ 1) u， x) E N. for some u E Uo} or Vo.=O 
according as U 0 宇 oor Uo=O and W o• =N. -V o• (N. =P' as a set). Then U。ヨ
UOI and V O• V 01， for (c， cl) E C and 
L. = N. U C u {(c，x) I x E V 0.， c E C}吠) {(x， c) I x E Wo.， c E C} 
is a linear order on P. This is almost evident if we notice that the system {V 0， I c 
εC} is~ a chain with the relation of set-inc1usion which is isomorphic to the .chain 
C. To verify the conditions Pl， P2 an~ P4 is easy. 1n order to verify P3 let (z， y) 
E L and (y， x) E L. There are the following 8 cases. 
(1) x， y， z E P-C. Then since (z， x) E N.， (z， x)ε L. 
(三)x，y，z E C. Then'sincei(z， x) E C， (z， x) E L. 
(3) y， z E P-C， x E C. Then y εW "，.. When U"， ヰ O，Cy， u) E N， for all u E 
U"， hence (z， u) for all u E U"" i. e.， z E W向. When U"，=O evidently z E 
W "，. = P -C. Hence in either case (z， x) E L. 
(4) x， z E P-C， y E C. Then x E V型肝 Hence U!I 宇 o and (u， x) 己 N. for 
some u E U!I' On the other hand (z， u)ε N. for all u E U百.Consequently (z， x) 
εN.亡 L.
(5) x， y E P-C， z E C. Then Cy， x) E N. and (u， y) E N. for some u E U. 
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0). Therefりre(u，釦γ)巳 N.，f()τSOD，le It C: U z， 1.e.， x Cc' V z" which :irnpli.es (z， x) 
じ L8・
(6) 川 J'E: z εF-C. Then U" (長 Uト If Uぷオ 0，then Uy宇 oand (z， u) 
{三 N"for all u E: Uy， a fortiorI for a11 lt E: U"'， i.e叶 z巴 w山IfU必=仏 then
cvidently z ζ TV向 .H告白cein cither case x) (: 
C7i )'， z E:‘¥7 E P--C. Then旬、め E N.， for some lt F: 九(キ 0)and 仏 ç~
U z • Hence (u， E: JV， for som日 ztE Uz which implies (z， x) E L"・
(め川 zE C， Y E: P-C. Then (u， y) Et Ns for some lt E: U. and (y， u) E: N8 
for a11 1t E: [lo. Assuming that (x， z) E: C wc have (y曹E:N8 for all lt E Uz c 
[7. which is contradictoIγHence Cz‘x') E C亡 L.，.
The cbain L.， on tl日日目tP with the 1inc:ar りrder L" is a linear extension of the 
poset P. Let (y， E P. Then thereば正 three cases. (1)川 y 巴 P-C..T、hen
Cy， E: P/ C N.， c L". :1' t= P-C， y E: C. Then x E V 1.'which :tmplie思
(y， x) E Ls. (の .T E: C， y t: F--C. Then (JんE:P for all lt E U" 1立ovided[1，" 
宇 O.Hence y E T1/''8・WhenU必ロoevidently ~V 己 TV，" Hence in either case (y， x) 
E L. 
Now 1et L(C) E 忠(C，P) andζ 'eUc(C， P). Then the system 
汎={L" I sE: S} u L(C) u M(C) 
is a realizer of P. Hence D(.P]手 D(Pつ十2.
(5. cOゲ，A and B are 1zon-ιcompar.叫ん clUlZ1lSUl a toset P， iJzen D(t]三'"D(P/コ
+2 wlzere p' is tlte mbj>oset 0/ P Oll tlie set P--(A u B). 
f今00/Let m' = {N/ I s E: S] he a minial realizer of P'. Construct first a linear 
extenslonλ1， of 日Ubp05et:pl on the set .P-B from N/ in the sume manner as i.n 
the proof of (5. 2) L8 w礼sconstructed frorn N8 and then a linear extent'Ion L 8 of .1フ
from .N8 in like manner. Further let Ll E 53 (A， P) n ¥lJi(B， P) and L日 εDl(A，
P) n 恐(β，F)， then the system 
lH= {よ 8 I s E S} り LlU L2 
is a realizer of P. Hence D(F] 三五 D(F'J+2. 
Let us confine OUτseIves to the finite posets. By th合 notationb :> a we mean that 
b covers a. The same notation wil1 be used to denote the chain composed of such two 
elcments which is said to bc e!ementary， An elementary chain b ~> a in a poset P is 
said to be of rtwk 0 wben thcre cxists no pair of non..colllp~阻止)1e elements.x al¥d y 
such thatβ う .xand y > a. When such pair exists one and only one it 1S said to be 
of rank 1. vVhen two and only two pairs of sllch elements exist it is said of ran正2
and 50 forth. 
(1). 4) 1/ afl eletlletztaりJcltainβ >a仇 a/ltzite toset P is 0/ rank 0 or 1， then 
D(PJ手 D(Pつ+1 w1zere pl is tle subtoset 0/ p on tlze set Pー (aU b)。
Jろ400メLet81'= {β111， .Nふ }V，J be a minimal reallzer of Pl. iVhen the chain 
b :> a isof rank 0 choose arbitrarily an element， say N"， of lft/. When it is of rank 1 let 
Xo and yo be the single pair of non-comparable elements stlch that b ~- Xo and yo >-a 
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in P. Then there exists an element of 1t' in which yo > ‘γ0・Letit be also Nn without 
1058 of generality. Decompose Pー (aU b) to the sum of following non-overlapping 
sllbs日ts
P1 {x I a> .xin Pト
九 {xI x<p a， b > x 11 P}， 
P3 = {x! xチa1 .xチbin P}， 
P4 {x I x>σ， x o bin P}， 
fも {xI x > b in P}. 
Let Mi (i= 1， 2， 4，δ)，〆 and be the subchains of N怖 onthe s日tsPi (正 =1，
2， .1， 5)， P1 U P2 :) P;l and U P4 U Iもrespectillely.Then 
L=.Lγ/+a十1[4十品十j15
is a left lineaτextension of P with respect to thc chain b :> a and 
lVI=Jlf1十d十ilf2白+b+Afs〆f
is a right linear extension of Pwith respεct to b :> a. For eacb (三均一1)construct 
a lin記aτextension of P from Ni in the s品目lernanner ぉ in the proof of . 2) 
was constructed fl'om j'v3・Thcllthe system 
災={LI， Lz， 叶 L偽叶，L， j1f} 
is a rea1ize1' of P. 1n o1'der to lc1'ify this let xヂy in P. If x 己 a U b and y 己
P- u凡 then y) E: L andε 既 If x， Y E: F ーい υ め， then the1'e 
exist N， and Nj s凹 hthat (杭 ζ N古 andCy， x) E:・ Hencewhen t'中 1zalld 
宇 1Z， (.x， y) E: Li and E: Lj. When i = n 01' j = n itsu伍ciesto consider the 
followil1g cases 
(1) .:1， Y E: F1υP2 U Then either y') C: E: Lj or E: 
Cy， x)己 Laccording as i = n or j = 1$. 
(2) x， y E: P'1 U P4 u Then either (ふE:LゎCy， E: M 01' Cy， E: Lj 
and (x， y) E: M according as j = 1$ 01' z'口弘
(3) x E: y E: P4・ Thenconsideril1g bう abeing of rank 1 (when b > a 15 of 
1'ank 0 this case does not occur) E: P anc1巴 P.Since Cyo， E: Nn， 
Cy， x) E: N怜.This means that j = 1. Hence (x， y)己 L，<lnd E:ιHence注
lS a realizer of F a吋 D(P)三'=D(Pつ+1
. δ吟)Let a b釘tα 仰 11川 alele仰11附宮げta仰ndb a勿d山ax丘ゆ、
G チ』仇 P
D(F) 三~ D(Pつ+1
where 1フ/ t's tlu P 01Z tlle set F- u 
Proof Decompose P-(a u to the 5111 or the followi時 5山sets
F! = {品、 Ix併a，b > ~t' in Pl， 
fも口 {xI :，t'チ α，bチxin P}， 
P3 {x X > a， .'¥C > b i.日 P}.
Let M， (i= 1 ，2，の bea linearεxtenslon of the subposet P;. of P， then 
L=Mt+品十及九十α+λf3E: 53 P) ハ幻l(品、 P). 
On tlie DimensiOli ofPartially Ordered Sets. 
Let R〆={Nt.λら，..， N，.} be a minimal realizer of P/ and J?ut 
Lt=a+λT，十b (i=1，2j...，n). 
Obviouly Li. E iJ1(a， P)ハ53(b， P). And the system 
mロ {L1，L2'・，L..，L} 
is a rea1izer of P. Hence D(P) 三五 D(P/)+ 1.
81~ 
Examtle 3. Let P. (i=3， 4， 5) and p.* (i= 2， 3， 4) be the 







(3) D(P4)=4 (九=為一(dU e/)). 
(4) D(P3*)=3 (九特口九一(eU e/)=.1ア→e).。)D(弔)=3 . (九=Pfjー(〆 U e U a/ U d)=九発ー (a/U d)). 
(6) DC九勺=2 (九*=.1アー (bU c/)). 
As to (1)， (3) and (5) refer to (1). (6) wil1 be easi1y verifyed by showing two 
linear extensions which rea1ize.l王将 Hi'mceDC九勺手 DC九勺+1=3. Oil the other 
hand D(P/)孟 D(Pa)=3.Thus (4) is proved. SimiIarly D(P4*)三D(.lア〕十1三4'and
D(P4*)乙D(P~ = 4. Hence (2) is proved. 
話6. Reducible posets with respect to dimension. 
マLet P be a poset， A a subset of P and P/ the subposet of P on the set P-A. If' 
D(P)= D(P つ， then the set Aおss臼ai凶dtωo b加er付emovalμei加nP 仰伽itltre叫〈ザp戸~ect t向odiゐずカがi汐mensぜ白t
O町rbrieti向匂yd-remo仰vabl，μ'ei加nP. When P has a拭tlea紛sta dι-r問emo仰va油bleelemen叫1沈tP is said to 
be reducible wiγltreザectto di・mensionor brietiy dサ引かcz・ble. The following propo-
sition is an immediate result of (4. 1). 
(6. 1) Let a toset P be decon.ヅosabletO.a sum Lls P. and σan element 01 s 
suclt tltat D (P q)孟 D(P.)lor all s E S. 11 D(P q) 主，D(S)，tllentlte set P-.P1 is 
d'removable. 11 D(P q)く D(S)，tMn P-P器 isd-renlOvable wltere P特={x.1 sE S} 
is a set whoseelement x. is an element selected arbitrarily from tle set P.・
The following two propositions are the special cases of (6. 1).今
く6.2)的ゲatoset ltas the greatest (least) element， then it t'sd-removable. 
(6. 3)特別ゲthereext'sts no element other than maximal or minimal elements in 
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a t(}set and eZlery 1Jlピlximd!el emolt is co押'ltarab!e 包litlzevetア minima! 01le， t/zcn 
a!! e!emenl exceiうlt包10maximct! e!ements ctre d-re押IOvable.
Further we shall give sev巴ralexamples of d-reduciblεposet. 
明。 Leta cllain C in ct toset P and tZsJO e!ement、.fa， b E P--C satisfy 
10 For every c E C， (ム c)E P 仰ど1 E P. 
20 For c E C and x E P-C， (立¥よ)E P imt!i・es E P 仰 d x) 
εP imtlies (a， x) E P. 
Tlzen t/u set C is d-rem(}vab!e in P excett at 1Jlost 0匁e its e!ement. 
PrOOj円I"etCo be an element of C and l)i:/ = {M. I sE S} a minimal realizer of the 
s凶)posetpl of P on the s世tP-(C-co). ]'hen 
=Ms u C u ヲ c)I (x， εlJf" c E C} u {(c， I (co， E M 8， C E c} 
is a linar order on the set P and the 
on of the poset P. Moreover the sytem. 
IJi = {L8 I sE Sl 
is a realizeL These to verify is nut so hard. Hence D(P) = D(Pノユ
chain Ls on P 15 a linear extensI-
Besides the conditions 1" alld 20 河 the !et C， a前 ib 
:r For x EP-C γher EP E P or ?
P E P. 
Then the set C ls d-reducib!e as a初ho!e.
Jラ'00メ Weshall prove the proposition t山 lerthe condition 80， On account of 
4) it may be supposed without 1055 of that C is the set of single element 
C胴 LetiR/= {A乙Is E S} be a 11.ini.mal realizer of the subposet P' on P-c. Then 
L，=Msυ c) I a) E ~8} 
15 a liner order on the set P and the corresponding chaln L， 15a li聞記・ extensionof 
the poset P. Moreover the syster刀流={L. I sξ S} i5 a realizer of th己 posetP. 11 
order to this let xチyin P.When x， y E P-c since xチyin Pヘ巴 M.
c L.， x) E Msl C Lsl for some s and / When x=t'， JlE P-c by th己 conditioll
2" alld 30， aチ)1 il P/ hence for some s，〆 ε M.andε 
For these s乳nds" 
(y， c) E L. and E 
Consequentl yノiRis a rea1izer of P. Therefore D(P)ニ lJ(Pつ.
吟 G)Under the same co1tditions as i7z the 
C u b ls d-1'emovable. 
By (6. this may be reduced to the proposition that 
明。 7)Let b '>a be all e!emel.的zrychaitl il a toset P aJ1d ei固tlzer
x εP-b， a) E P b) E P 01' (ii)♂ E P-a， Cb， E P 
les Ca，ゆ E P. T hen et'γher b 01' a t's d-removable accordi何 as(i) (}r (ii) occurs. 
Proof Let筑ノ Is E S} be a minimal realizer of tbe subposet P/ 01 the set 
5) at/zer a U C or 
ヰ)(6. 2) 1s a!so a special ca間 of(6. 11). 
事串)(6.3) follows also from (6. 10). 
071 t!ze Dimellsioll of Pat'tilllly Ordered SetJ'， 
P'=P-b and L" the chain on l' a百soci.atedthe li n白川 oru巴r
L.，=M8 U (ムめ u 九二 β)I (.1-'， lt) E s.!，}. 
8fj 
Then the system lj; = tL， I s己 S}is a r日立lizerof P. Hencc D(PJ = DCPつう i. e.司 bis 
d旭町movablein P. 
In like III止nnel'・ itmay he proved that 
(6.めよetil clw仇 C in aposet仰 dan e!ement a巴 P-C川 ti吟
]0 F.υr elJ('t'y ("(C C， C， a)己 P ((a， c)εP). 
20 .F，ど)1':xεP-C， (a， x) 迂 P ((x， a)を P)i・tnt!ies:xチcin P /{lr al1 C 巴
C. 
TIU1t C is d-1'em07Jaβle e:xcett at ntOJ't Ol/e 0/ tγs e! ements¥ 片'itrtlter1 etC alZd ，z 
satiJ:(Y 
.";0 For x E P-a， (:x， a)εP ((a， x)εP) imtlies xE c.Tllen C is d-remo-
，"ab!e as a 1ohole. 
くs.0) Let P be a toset and Pl， 1も， .Fl subset sゲ theset P satiそ刀心'l;
1.0 F，町民 y (:xヰニ JI)E .P.I" X チJ'il/， ]J. 
20 For ん εF;， (i=l， 2， 3)， (Xi， Xi) E P えfi > j. 
，'30 .For x 巴 F-rふく爪ぬ)E P 升rS01Jle X2 E .P2 implies (x， E P fo1' some 
叫 EP仰 d(x:;， x) E P3 for some川 E P2 impli・t'S (:1'1， x) E P /01' some XI E P1・
Tllen.iもisd-rc1!lozJab!e e:xcej;f ilt most an element T providNI the sub(Joset P/ o-n 
tlle set F-(F2-/J) is Ilot a dtaitl. 
1'，・oof.Lct liYロ {l!t:， I s E S} iJe a rcalizer of P/， L2 a chain on jミ andL2* the 
dual of L，. Then 
L"l =M.， U L2 u {(:'" y) I (λ¥1')εM"，)' E P2}U {(.'¥， y) I x E jも(ム y)l=: M，，} 
and 
L"2=M， u L/' U {(ご¥7， y) I (x，p)εM." y E F2} 'J{(x， y) I xE P2， (jl， .J') E M.，} 
are linear orders on JJ and corresponding chains L" I and L" 2 are 1inear extcnsioJ1s of 
thc poset P. Since 11CSJ与 2there exi百ta sy臼tel日以={Ls I S E S} satisfy:ing 
10 L.， = L" J or else Lsロ Lf
20 Th邑rceXlsts s， s'モSsllch that L，=L8I and L.，=Ls". 
汲 isa realizer of P. Hence D(.Eつ=D(Fつ.
1n like manner it may be proved that 
(6. 10)よetP2 (FI) 品ea setザ抑制:i11ll1l(刑illimal)e! ements i・11a toset F atul P1 
(高)a sltaut 0/ F sati・Jjying
10 .For Xl E Pj 17mlぬ己 P2，(X2， Xl)εP. 
20 .Fo1' λ、EF一九 CF-P1)，(X2， x)己 p /or some X2 E凡 ((x，Xl)εP /01' 
some Xl E F1) からtJ!iesC'¥J，♂) E P ρr some x] E P1 ((x， X2) E P /or some ':¥'2 E 
P2). 
Tllen tlze set P2 (F1) is d-rem07Jaale excett 17t most an element T tro7'uled tlze 
subアosetP/ on P-(Fz-t) (Fー (F1-/J))is l10t a chain. 
(6. 11) Jf an e!emellt a is (:iJfl.ゲarable7fJitlt evelッelemetlt0/ il toset， tlUtl a is 
d-remo'l!ab! e. 
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Proof Let iH 〆={M8I いrε S品} be a m凶附て1討由lI山l山1
and put 
P，/= {x Iε Pl， Pa//口 ιt'1
Then 
。〉巳 P}.
Ls=Ms U a)υ ((a， I xεM，/} U 
is 乱 linearorder on P wh世間
心 Ix E M/' 
Ms'= {x I (〆， x) E Ms for some 〆εPa'}，jl1γ'= M.， -M8 1 • 
The corresponding chain L" on P is a linear exiension of the poset P and the systeIl1 
iH = {Ls I sE S} is a realizer of P. 
(6. 12) Let a be仰 ele:mentザ atoset P and P a'， P "N mean the same as abol!e， 
If for ez}ery element x stlch tllal xゆain P there exist T E P，/ sltch that x チp
t'n P and q E P，/ sltch that xチq P. Then a is d伺remoz1ab!e.
Proグ.Let iJi / = {M8 I s E S} be minimal rea1izer of the poset P' on the set Pー仏
then the system 1': = {L" ! s E S} construded i1 the sarne way a百 inthe of 
11) 1S品 re日li.zerof P. 1n order to verify thls let xチyin P. When x， y E P-a 
the existence of s，〆E S stlch that y) E L8 and E 15 obvlous. ¥司rhen
x= a， y E P-a there exist， hypothesis， T E P，' and q E such that Tチyand
fチyin Pぺ Hencethere exist s，〆E S sllch that y) E Jjιand ・(/)E 
For these s and〆(a， E and Cy， a) E L8J. 
4. The poset P in Fig. 4 will be reduced to th己 poset.1三 removlng 
the removable elernents applying the designated theoτems one after another. ま王ence
D(P) = D(P5) = R. The poset P5 is no longerふreducihle.
t5.1日)
Fig， 4 
On tlu: .Dimensi()f't イPaげ ia!!vOrdered Sets.. ¥.Jl 
長7. The greatest D(P) over the system of. posets on a set P. 
It h品salre乱dybeeu known thatfor every cardinal number 7z there exists a pos巴t.
defined 01 a set of p.Jwer 2n， WllOSεdimension is n (Dushni.k and Miller(l)). 1n other 
word日 in orcler to define 品 poset of d"IluensiリnIl a set of p仁川，ver21 is su侃cient. The 
questioJ. that i n "Order tけ definea puset of dim.cllslon n set of what power is neces~ary 
is cqllIva'lent to the question what is the greatestD(lつりverthe systemりfposets cle自Iト
ピclO]l a set.P. Tり answerto th巴 questionis the suhject of this section. We shall 
begin w"ith two lemmasり11.finitc posets・
Ci. 1) Let P be a j>I7SeI SlfcJt tlwt nClつごミ 7. 7'lu1t t/ure ex・istsZ1Z P .Im el仰 1e由
7ltllry c!taill oJ r山'zk() 07' ρ:f ra 12 Il1. 
/今uoJ.Let us prove the contraposition if evcry elem日ntarychain iu .P is at least 
of rank 2， then 1l(.P)与民 Put
A1占巾 ，k (的={a I b > Ilin P，αキ a，(i=l， 2， :3，..， 丘)}，
J守1)2，3，・..1， (a) = {b 1 b a in .P， bキム;;(i=l， 2， 8，…，め}. 
Let b1 > 1]Ile an elementary chail1 il. P. Si.nce it is at least ofrank 2 thereexist 
three elements either (1) <7.2己 A1(aJJ，ん己 B1(α1) ，ん EBH(al) such that <72 pん
(1=8， 4) or (2)ん己 B1(a()， a~ E Al (ん)， a4 E /113 (ん) such thatんチ向(i=3，
4). A臼Sume，withりut'[心部 υf genemlity， tbat (l) 0じcurs.Since the chains bl > a2 and 
bi >al(i=3， 4) ;re nけtof rωホり therealsけ existthree elementsん E B1 (a2) and 
tli 三A1 (ん)(i =8， 4). Evidentlyんギん(i=1，:l， and Ili 二1コ<72(i= 8， 4)， 
Henceガ(Pコ;主将 providecla'jキ向.Let <I;j=向 forevery a3 E A1 (ん)and for every 
1.1 E .11 (ん)フ1..e.， .L~11 (ん)=A1(ん)be a set of singie elernent. If there exists an elenト
ent c such th叫ん > c > a3， then evide凶lytzCP)与札Ifん >a向"0凹r任fんチ σ3，th凶l以氾c
s吋incethe凶G 仁h凶叩a以1山Inん >a偽"is 0吋f.nr川L礼ank 2 thet凶三汎式出れ:λe土 exists at least an el む11陀e叩，.汀川nt凶1沈 品ん5Eε三 B"，4迅仁(a3). 
Sil町恥c印:日 b5宇ム (i=l，2)， n(Iつよ札
(7. 2) Let P be aJinite toset (JJ len.gth d(P)=2 il 1vMch eZJeJ')'対taximaleleme-
1Zt is ，:ρmtaraβle 7f1i・tl e7Je?')' millimal element and 7Z0 elementllry c/zai・1zis 0/ rank O. 
Tllef't ょ'Iuree.xists a j>ilz'r oJ two 1zon-comtarable elementllry chains. 
Proof， Let B be the set of all maximal elements in P and A:f that of minimal 
elements~ Since d(Iつ=2 and every elementary chain i.s 10t of rank 0， there must exist 
five elements al E' A.f， ん EB， a2 E AIωJ)，ん EBJ (a2) ， b~ E Bl (al) snch that b1 
:> al以叫んチ a2in P. b，)己B，んチ azand d(F)= 
ω9臨
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chaIn ん al is not of ral1k 0， A1 ニド O. If for SOIne a4 E Al (ム) and for a 
value of i (= 1， 2， a4チん， then two chainsん::>il4 andん agare 110nピ0l11.par-
able. Let every element of Al (b4) be cOInparable with every bi 1，2， for every 
pair of ん巴 Bl ，2 ，~ (al) and il3 E A1 such th叫んチ a3・ A pply the same reason.ョ
as above and continue the same Since bk E Bl'ヨヲ…〈トJ and 
is finite this Il1Ust cease after a 白nitenumber of times and we must COIne 
upon a of non-comparable ch品ins.
On inspecting the process of the proof one sees that in a poset P of length 
d(PJ= 1.no chains of which is of rank 0 there exists a of nonベ:οmparable chains. 
Now let us prove a theorem which is the main purpose of this paper. 
(7. 3) If fo1' a toset P n(PJ乙4，tlzen D(PJ手(1l(PJ/2Jwhere (nC!'J/2J 
正月eansthe tart 1l(PJ/2 when コ"ts a1zd沼(PJ 'when lt iS 
Whel1 is transfinite it 1S evid邑nt by . When is an integer 
we shall prove it the. mathematical induction. 1n the五rstplace we 5ha11 prove that 
if 1t(PJ手 δ，then DCPJ三2. When = 2 it 1S trivial. When と 3we 
may con自n忠 ourselves，without 1055 of to the posets which are not 
sable to乱 SUl1of with an unordel'ed set a:ち thebase si.nce aye d-r副iucible
1) . Classifying aU posets nnder consideration hy the唱 cOInhinationof number 
of maximal el巴mentsand that of rninimal ones， we have the fol1owin!z tables. 
日ニ，3 13 U3 
No. of max. e]1 
I_~O Of min!?l¥ドζi
l 〔P〕=5
No⑨ of max， el。
N0， of min， el. ムムムム 4 二 3
011 interchanging the number of maximal elements品ndthat of minimal ones we obtain 
other classεs than thos巴 whichare listed il1 the tables， but on accoullt of those 
may be left out of 00n日id告ration50 far品sth告 dunellsioni8 concerned. poset 
which belongs to the other c1asses than IVq， V5 and VI5 has the greatestεlement which 
is d同町l11.ovableby Hence it may be left out of consideration. Evcry poset P 
which llelongs to the class 1V 4 possesses two non司overlappingchains and 乱1 elements 
of F are 巴xhaustedby the elements of these chalns. Hence (3. 3) 三五 2. 
Every poset P which belol1gs to the class Vo must have at least a chain of three clem-
ents. The remaining two elements are eith告rCOlnp司rable0τnon句 rnthe 
fonner case since P is composed of two non-overlappi珂 chaillSD(PJ亘2 。
In the lattcr c旦sesince onc of the tvvo clem日nt器 11U5th号 amaximal clement 
。が the.Dimc 1i山:~()?l ρ'fPartial!y Ordered Sets. ? ? ? ?。?
and another a mlnimal 011白 D(PJ三 2hy (.5. 5). Every partial order wluch belongs 














The first three are reducible to the case where万Uつ=4by (s. 10). The last O!lC is 
of dimensioll 2 since it is a suhposet of thむ po日記tof the exaluple 2. Thus our propo申
告itionis倒的lishedfor lz(PJ=4， 5.Whenガ(pJ=s，7 there εxists， by(7.1)，札口elementary 
chain of nml王 oOl' 1. Let it b >.a and P/ the sllbposet on the setP一正aU b). 
Since n(Pつ=401'5， D(Pつ=2. Hence by (5. 4) 
D(PJ 三五 D(Pつ+1三3=(nUつ/幻.
Thus the p1'op~府itioll is established for n(lつ三 7. Now ld n(PJ孟 8川1das古llmethat 
the proposItion 15 true fo1' n(lつ-kwhere'k孟 1. If P is d-r百 lucihle，there cxist吉田1
elernellt It such that D(Pコ口J)(Pつ¥vherep' is the subposむton 1'-17. H.ence by the 
a日目umptionof inductioJl 
j)(PJ=D(Pつ手(n(Pつ/2J< (n(PJ/2J. 
Let P be d-irreducible. If there exists a pair Il， b of non凶comp灯油1etuinimal and 
maximal element日， then by (5. 5) and thc assnmpti.on of induction 
D(PJ三五D(Pて!十i手(1t(Pつ/均十1口 (tl(PJ/2J
where P' is the subposet on P一(aU b). Let every rnaxunal elerncnt is comparable 
with every minima.l element. If d(PJ 三 3there exists a chain C composεd of four 
elements. Then by (5. 2) and the 乱首sumptionuf induct"ion 
ρ(PJ三D(Pつ+2=(1l(.lつ/2J+2=(1l(PJ/2J 
where P/ is the subposet on P--c. Let d(PJ手 2.Since under the conditioll that 
every maximal element i5 comparable with every minimal one d(PJ= 1 implies the d-
reducibi1ity of P by (6. 3)， itsuffic田 toverify the inequality for d(.lつ=2. If there 
exist an e1ementary chain b ';:> a of rank 0， then by (o. 4) and thむ assmnption 
D(PJ三D(Pつ+]手(n(Pつ/2J+ 1 = (7l(Pコ/2J
where P' is 仙台 subposet011 the set P-(a u b). If every elementary chain is not of 
rank 0， then by (7. 2) there exist a pair of nOll-comparable elementary chains. Let it 
be A and B， and P/ the subposet on P-(A u B). By (5. 3) anc1 the assllmption of 
induction 
D(PJ 三~D(Pつ +2;:;主 (n(Pつ/2J+2=(n(PJj2J. 
Thus our proposition. is establish奴 completely.
The theo:rem of Dushnik and Miller at the beginging of this sectiol1 will be 
generalized a日 follows.
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(σ7. 4め)For eVelつワ:コアy.cωardinaαl仰 mbern 主孟三 2 t品heree口Z幻xista 1戸0仰oseton α set 吃ザ(tμ0初脱er
n叫，包who‘se
Pr仰ρザ Whenn is transfinite or an even integer it is evident by the theorem of 
Dushnik and Mi1ler. When n is an odd integer there exists a poset P'， de白nedon a 
set of power (n-l)， whose dimension is (n-l)j2 since n-l is even. Let a be a 
maximal element of P〆anda* an elementE!: P'. Then 
p=p' u (ポ，ポ)υ {(a*，x) j (a， x)εP'} 
is a partial order on p=p〆 U a* and the corresponding poset P is a required poset 
since a* is ιremovable in P by (6. 7). 
~t is a immediate result of (7. 3) and (7. 4) that 
(7. 5) Let ei be theワ人的m0/ all tosets defined on a set P. Then the greatestザ
D(P)jらrP ~. @i if (n(P)j2) trovided n(P)孟4.
Onesees easily that without the restriction n(P)孟4it is Cn(P)j2) + 1.
As the converse of Dushnik-Miller's theorem， with slight restriction， we have the 
foilowing proposition which is equivalent to (7. 3). 
(7. 6)ゲ D(P)与 3，tllen 2D(P) < n(P). In other. words， in order tod.ψ!'ne 
a tosetザ dimension.n a set 0/ tower 2n is necess的人
Proザ 0/the equivalence. D(P)孟3implies n(P)乙6. Hence D (P)三
(n(P)j2)， i.e.， 2D(P)三:n(P). Conversely let n(P)ミ4and assume that D(P) > 
(n(P)j2). Then since D(P)と 3we 1四 re2D(P)手 n(P)by (7. 6) which contr-
adicts the assumption. 
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